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Reflections of a Seasoned Soul
By Jean Keegan Daly
$13.99 Soft Cover $5.99 E-book
ISBN 978-1-5043-7569-6
BalboaPress.com jeankeegandaly.com
True stories of transformation experienced by an inspired hospice nurse
and impassioned spiritual traveler.

By Katherine A. Dasta
$8.99 SC ISBN 978-1-5043-7660-0
Balboa Press
kdasta.com katherinedasta.com
This book will take you on a journey
that will change your life.

Practical Feng Shui
for the Office

The Love of a Master
By Rev. Jesus Garcia, D.S.S.
At once profoundly wise and universally
practical, this intimate memoir reveals
the remarkable day-to-day teachings of
an inspiring modern-day spiritual master,
Dr. John-Roger, to his all-too-human
disciple, actor/producer Jesus Garcia—
who courageously shares their 26-year
journey of friendship and soul transcendence with heart-rending transparency,
vulnerability, and unconditional love.

Kathryn Wilking works with home owners
and businesses to find balance and harmony.
Kathryn delivers practical solutions for
life through unique personality profiling;
moving from chaos to prosperity!
Take command of your day, arrange
the desk and surround yourself with the
colors you need! GET YOUR SPACE
WORKING FOR YOU!

Scott J-R Productions
$19.34 SC, $9.24 Kindle ISBN 978-0692881262
Order: Amazon & SoulTranscendence.com

$14.95 SC ISBN 978-1-4759-8818-5
$2.99 eBook via Amazon
iUniverse.com www.kathrynwilking.com

E’MOON 2018

W
An iconic astrological datebook, moon calendar
& visionary collection of women’s creative work. We’Moon

2018: La Luna calls on the Moon to illuminate our path
with regenerative hope.
We’Moon en
Español! New!
The first full translation
of our classic datebook.
“We’Moon calendars and datebooks
have consistently been our top-sellers
year after year.”
—A. Rowland, In OtherWords Bookstore

s 3PIRAL )3".     
s 0APERBACK )3".     
s 3PANISH )3".     
$19.95
LER for FREE U.S. shipping!

WE’MOON ON THE WALL

A beautiful wall calendar featuring
inspired art and writing, astrological
information and interpretive articles.
s )3".      

Datebooks s Cards sWall Calendars s Posters
Mother Tongue Ink s wemoon.ws/pages/ws
sue@wemoon.ws s 503.288.3588

Fall 2017

Living from Your Heart
The Inner Essence Journey

By Kathryn Wilking

Legends of the Grail
Stories of Celtic Goddesses
By Ayn Cates Sullivan

L

egends of the Grail,
Stories of Celtic
Goddesses is a
collection of Irish myths
and legends told in the
traditional way with a twist.
Each Goddess, generally
demonized or misunderstood, has the chance to
tell her story in a way that
liberates her from centuries
of misunderstanding.
The stories begin in
1700 BC when a supernatural race of pre-Celtic
people choose to leave
surface Earth. Anyone
with Irish ancestry will
discover something about
their lineage of light, hope and endurance. Dr Ayn Cates Sullivan
states that these stories contain seeds of hope and wisdom needed
to navigate this current age.
Infinite Light Publishing
$19.99 Soft Cover $3.99 Ebook ISBN 978-0-9970467-0-0
www.infinitelightpublishing.com www.ayncatessullivan.com
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